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Abstract—We introduce the newly-developed modules for multiphysics
modelling and simulation in Berkeley Model and Algorithm Prototyping
Platform (MAPP). Using them, developers can write compact models
for not only electronic devices, but also those from optoelectronics,
spintronics, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), etc. They can also
connect these device models into systems using multiphysics netlists and
run various simulation algorithms on them. In this paper, we explain
the key concepts and techniques behind these modules, and illustrate the
usage of them through examples. Our plan is to make them available in
open-source form as part of MAPP under the GNU Public License.

I. Introduction
For decades, the development of analog electronic circuit simulators has been playing a crucial role in the advancement of nanoelectronic technology. The introduction of Berkeley SPICE [1], [2],
as well as the accurate transistor models developed based on it, e.g.,
BSIM [3], provided designers with enabling tools for implementing
large-scale integrated circuits. Ever since then, progress in electronic
device modelling and simulation techniques has served as one of the
key driving forces behind Moore’s law.
In recent years, as Moore’s law becomes increasingly threatened by
the fundamental design and manufacturing limitations of electronic
devices, there has been a growing research interest in multiphysics
devices and systems [4], e.g., from optoelectronics, spintronics,
MEMS, etc. Similar to nanoelectronics, the development in these
fields calls for accurate device compact models as well as convenient
prototyping and simulation at the system level, highlighting the
need for a powerful, flexible, yet easy-to-use multiphysics simulation
platform.
However, standard electronic simulators available today are not
suitable for multiphysics. SPICE and its derivatives, e.g., ngspice [5],
were designed from the ground up for electronics. Specifically, the
circuit equations are constructed in each device through “stamping”,
based on hard-coded Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) [6] and current
right-hand-side (RHS) formulation [7]. While modern open-source
post-SPICE circuit simulators, e.g., Gnucap [8], Qucs [9] and Xyce
[10], have many advantages over SPICE and its derivatives, they carry
with them the same circuit modelling conventions such as MNA that
have made them unsuitable for multiphysics.
As a result, much research effort has been devoted to adapting
open-source SPICE-like simulators to support non-electronic systems,
for MEMS [11], chemical reactions [12], neural systems [13], river
networks [14], etc. These techniques essentially implement “wrappers” around electronic simulators for other physical domains, and
only support the domain for which they are designed. Similarly,
for commercial simulators, Verilog-A provides an industry standard
“wrapper” for modelling non-electronic systems. However, although
Verilog-A models can be written with variables from different “natures” and disciplines [15], these variables have to be either potentials
or flows, corresponding to voltages and currents in the underlying
circuit formulation in simulators, which still internally use hard-coded
MNA and circuit laws (KCLs/KVLs). For systems that don’t obey
circuit laws, e.g., optoelectronic [16] and spintronic [17] systems,
models are often not intuitive to write and require cumbersome
connections in netlists.
In this paper, we outline our implementation of multiphysics
simulation in Berkeley MAPP [18], [19]. MAPP is a MATLAB R -

based open-source simulation framework whose internal code structure differs markedly from that of SPICE-like simulators. At the
core of MAPP is the concept of Differential Algebraic Equations
(DAEs), which represent not only electronic circuits, but also general
dynamic systems [6]. Device models are also DAEs, specified using
the ModSpec format [20]; they describe the relations between unknowns using equations and are thus not limited to electronics either.
Device connectivities are specified using MATLAB R -structure-based
netlists. A component unique to MAPP, namely equation engine,
processes netlists and device ModSpec models to construct the system
DAEs. As a result, MNA is implemented as only one of the equation
engines. Sparse Tableu [6] analysis can be applied by swapping just
the equation engine while keeping devices and netlists unchanged
[21]. Moreover, domain-specific equation engines, such as optical
and chemical ones, have also been demonstrated [19]. It has been
speculated [19] that such code structure of MAPP could also facilitate
the implementation of a general multiphysics equation engine for
systems with multiple physical domains. Recently, we have been able
to demonstrate such an equation engine in MAPP. In the process, we
have also extended MAPP’s devices and netlists in a modular way
for multiphysics. We describe our implementations in more detail in
Sec. II.
MAPP’s multiphysics modelling and simulation capabilities are
considerably more general and flexible than those of Verilog-A.
Specifically, systems unknowns do not have to be potentials or
flows. Through the use of Network Interface Layers (NILs) [20]
in ModSpec, we allow users to define physical quantities that are
suitable and intuitive in their underlying physical domains, especially
where circuit laws are not applicable. By writing NIL interfaces for
a master equation engine, users can also define system connections,
i.e., they specify the multiphysics equivalents of circuit laws by
controlling how DAEs are constructed. These interfaces can be easily
written by implementing a few API functions that specify how to
link NIL quantities to system-level DAE unknowns and equations;
they are not limited to using only MNA. Moreover, we leverage
MATLAB R ’s support for complex numbers and vectors in MAPP,
simplifying system connections significantly compared with VerilogA implementations [16], [17]. Some examples of multiphysics systems prototyped in MAPP are provided in Sec. III.
II. Multiphysics Modelling and Simulation in MAPP
Devices in MAPP are modelled based on the mathematical concept
of DAEs [20], which describe general equations and unknowns;
they do not carry physical meanings such as voltages/currents or
KCLs/KVLs by themselves. But as discussed in Sec. I, for equation
engines to construct part of the system-level DAEs based on network
connectivities, they require the physical meanings of device I/Os and
definitions of node connections. This information is provided by a
structure attached to the core model equations, namely a Network
Interface Layer [20]. Recently, we have extended ModSpec to be
able to include an array of NILs for encoding I/O information from
multiple physical domains within a single device model.
As an example, Fig. 1 illustrates a thermistor model, where the
core model specifies equations using variables vpn, ipn, temp t
and pwr t. Two NILs, eeNIL and thermalNIL, are attached to
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Fig. 1: Thermistor model with both electrical and thermal nodes. eeNIL and thermalNIL
associate the I/Os in the ModSpec equations with their physical meanings.

this model to inform the equation engines of the physical meanings
of these variables — branch voltage, current, temperature and power
flow.
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Fig. 2: Multiphysics circuit with a thermistor and its transient simulation results

Such a model can be connected to a system such as the one in
Fig. 2 by specifying a multiphysics netlist, e.g., Fig. 3, completely
using the MATLAB R language.

With the help of the master equation engine and NIL interfaces,
MAPP now supports all the “natures” defined in Verilog-A’s standard disciplines.vams file, including disciplines labelled as
electrical, magnetic, thermal, kinematic, etc. All these disciplines are
modelled with potentials and flows.
MAPP also supports multiphysics systems beyond this potential/flow formulation. Table 1 summarizes MAPP’s formulations for
some selected physical domains. Among them, optical connections
are modelled with incoming/outgoing waves, which can be thought of
as time-varying phasors capturing the modulated envelopes of light.
Variables at each optical ports consist of vectors of complex numbers
representing these phasors at all simulation frequencies. There is
no direct circuit analogy to this formulation. In chemical reaction
networks, each node represents the concentration of a reactant. “KCL”
at a node involves both the summation of reaction rates and a
differential term for the node concentration. Using our infrastructure,
such “differential-KCLs” can be defined in MAPP conveniently. To
illustrate the simulation capabilities of MAPP on these multiphysics
systems, we run DC and transient analyses on a spin valve and a
chemical oscillator in MAPP, and show the results in Fig. 5 and Fig.
6 respectively.
domain NILs

I/Os

optical NIL

incoming/outgoing
waves (vector of
complex numbers)

spin NIL

spin voltages and
currents
(size-3
vectors)

spin “KCLs” and “KVLs” in vector
form

concentrations (C)
and reaction rates
(R) (scalars)

node connections represent concentrations of reactants; the sum of
reaction rates at a node is equal to
the change in corresponding
conP
d
centration, i.e.,
R = − dt
C.

chemical NIL
Fig. 3: Code for constructing a multiphysics netlist for system in Fig. 2.

network connectivity
two optical ports are connected at
each node, the incoming waves on
one side are equal to the outgoing
waves on the other, and vice-versa.

Table 1: NIL descriptions of some selected physical domains supported in MAPP.

To support these multiphysics devices and netlists in MAPP, the
key technique, as illustrated in Fig. 4, is to separate the components
that are dependent on physical domains from those that are not.
Specifically, we design a master equation engine to handle all the
structures not associated with physical domains, e.g., parameters,
all the non-I/O unknowns, implicit equations, etc. Then it uses
components named NIL interfaces to handle the domain-specific parts
of the devices, i.e., the I/Os. More specifically, NIL interfaces set
up the relations between device’s I/Os and system-level unknowns.
Each NIL interface is an add-on component to the master equation
engine, designed to handle the NIL in one physical domain. In this
way, MAPP can be conveniently extended to support new physical
disciplines, simply by adding new types of NILs at the device
level, and the corresponding NIL interfaces for the master equation
engine, without changing the device’s ModSpec format or simulation
algorithms.
ModSpec model

Netlist

NM-FM
FM-NM

Fig. 5: DC sweep on a spin valve system in MAPP. The network contains both electrical
and spintronic connections (blue wires). Device diagram is adapted from [17].
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Fig. 4: MAPP uses a master equation engine with multiple NIL interfaces to construct
system-level DAEs from device models and netlist structure.
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Fig. 6: Diagrams of a 2-to-1 chemical reaction, a network containing three of such
reactions. Transient simulations with different initial concentrations (plotted in 3-D) show
that the reaction network constitutes a chemical oscillator.
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